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TT No.031: 21/02/05 Club/Ground Focus: Dave Reed - Takeley (EIL) 

I was quite near you on Saturday as, with Adrian Swan, I visited Takeley for their 

Cherry Red Books Trophy game against Met Police Bushey. In order to check the 

kick off time we arrived just after twelve to discover players arriving for the one 

o'clock kick-off. No time to visit the pub then but the possibility loomed of a 

second game at Bishop's Stortford, ten-minute’s drive away if we had a prompt 

finish. Fifteen minutes before the start, the helpful lady secretary arrived with the 

all-important programmes, 12 pages for £1, containing line-ups, match reports of 

the previous rounds and league tables. A collection was taken round the ground 

after half-time. 

The ground is well worth a visit being totally self-contained with a fully railed off 

pitch and a small area of cover on one side. One building contains the changing 

rooms and a tea bar which was dispensing hot drinks and burgers and hot dogs. 

On a bumpy pitch, there was not too much action before half time but the visitors 

went ahead two minutes into the second half. Things changed about a quarter of 

an hour before the end with the introduction of home substitute Flynn Cumming 

who scored two goals in quick succession to give Takeley the lead. With eight 

minutes to go, the visitors equalised to send us into extra time. No chance of the 

second game now but it scarcely mattered as the action continued. The Police 

soon got a penalty which was saved by the keeper and then Takeley regained the 

lead.  In the first minute of the second period of extra time, the Police drew level 

again and that's how it stayed until the end. 

The penalty shoot-out started with the first two on each side being converted but 

then the Police missed one.  Everyone else scored and so with the last of the five 

for each side, up stepped Takeley manager Trevor Gunn to win the game for his 

side but he blasted the ball high over the bar.  Into sudden death with the visitors 

scoring and Takeley missing theirs to send the Police through to the semi-finals. 

All in all, a thoroughly entertaining excursion at a friendly club.  However, if you 

are after programmes save your visit for a cup game (probably only the Cherry Red 

Trophy) as the secretary says that she does not have the time to issue on a regular 

basis. 
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